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Public introduction
Subsurface Evaluation of CCS and Unconventional Risks (SECURe) is gathering unbiased,
impartial scientific evidence for risk mitigation and monitoring for environmental protection to
underpin subsurface geoenergy development. The main outputs of SECURe comprise
recommendations for best practice for unconventional hydrocarbon production and geological
CO2 storage. The project is funded from June 2018–May 2021.
The project is developing monitoring and mitigation strategies for the full geoenergy project
lifecycle; by assessing plausible hazards and monitoring associated environmental risks. This is
achieved through a program of experimental research and advanced technology development that
includes demonstration at commercial and research facilities to formulate best practice. We will
meet stakeholder needs; from the design of monitoring and mitigation strategies relevant to
operators and regulators, to developing communication strategies to provide a greater level of
understanding of the potential impacts.
The SECURe partnership comprises major research and commercial organisations from countries
that host shale gas and CCS industries at different stages of operation (from permitted to closed).
We are forming a durable international partnership with non-European groups; providing
international access to study sites, creating links between projects and increasing our collective
capability through exchange of scientific staff.

Executive report summary
The SECURe programme of work resulted in a series of 41 deliverable reports detailing the
outcomes of field, laboratory and desk-based research and reviews, and includes learnings from
North America and Australia. Additionally, a series of activities focussed on improving interactions
with stakeholders through initiatives such as participatory monitoring. Specific innovations have
been progressed by the project, including new ways to monitor and model the natural
environment’s response to subsurface energy activities. Although the project focuses on risks
associated with unconventional hydrocarbons production and CO2 storage, many of the developed
concepts and techniques are applicable (either directly or in-part) to other subsurface activities
that alter the in-situ stress and pore-pressure of the subsurface (e.g., geothermal exploitation and
energy storage such as hydrogen, compressed air and thermal). The research has been informed
by a risk-based assessment undertaken in work package 2 (Risk assessment for leakage and
induced seismicity: methodology and case studies), that has to some extent influenced the
research programme. This report (D6.8) compiles a series of 4 factsheets, each based on one
principal risk posed by CO2 storage activities, outlining a series of good practice recommendations
based on the research completed in the programme of work. The report is complimented by
deliverable report D6.9 which compiles a further 5 factsheets, with a focus on risks associated with
unconventional hydrocarbons activities.

ii
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1 Introduction
The Horizon 2020 call LCE-27-2017: Measuring, monitoring and controlling the potential risks of subsurface
operations related to CCS and unconventional hydrocarbon outlined the requirement for unbiased, researchled data and information to identify and address some of the risks associated with subsurface energy
technologies that can support transitions to lower carbon energy systems. The SECURE project represents a
coherent series of research activities designed in response to the LCE-27-2017 call. During the period of the
SECURe project, several member states and other major industrialised countries have committed to legally
binding carbon-reduction targets, with many seeing CCS technologies playing a major role. In the EU, interest
in Unconventional hydrocarbon exploitation has lessened considerably, with moratoria in place in some
countries, and poor commercial prospects in others; however, interest in shale gas and oil continues in many
territories outside the EU, with large-scale exploitation now underway in countries including the US, Canada,
Argentina and China.
SECURe brings together experiments based at a series of field sites at different stages of operation (from
permitted to closed), and bespoke laboratory experiments and modelling approaches. These experiments
have been partly influenced by risk-assessment process that identified the main risks associated with CCS
and Unconventional Hydrocarbons Extraction (UHE) through a qualitative bow-tie approach coupled with the
development of a semi-quantitative risk assessment tool. The work programme has excellent stakeholder
relations, including an engaged Advisory Board consisting of representatives from industry, policy-makers,
regulators and academia.
1.1

OBJECTIVES

The SECURe project has met the following specific objectives:

1. Production of a risk assessment framework for assessing the hazards and likelihoods of specific risks
that relate to the protection of the environment in CO2 storage and shale gas operations.

2. Demonstration of good practice in establishing baseline conditions for subsurface geoenergy operations
by working across a network of both commercial, pilot and research-scale sites in Europe and
internationally, underpinned by laboratory measurements and model up-scaling to the field scale.

3. Development of * specific innovations and new technologies that improve the detection and
monitoring of environmental impacts related to geoenergy projects.

4. Investigation of new methods for remediating potential environmental impacts of geoenergy projects
specifically to reduce leakage from wells or naturally occurring permeable pathways.

5. Understanding the needs of a range of stakeholders, including local communities, and to engage
them through the development of appropriate communication strategies, including participatory monitoring
and through the education of early-career researchers.

6. Leveraging good practice through collaboration with leading groups in the USA, Canada and Australia.
1.2

SECURE – DELIVERY OF OBJECTIVES

SECURe has achieved these research objectives by:

1. Developing frameworks for quantifying and managing risks including impact assessment (monitoring and
characterisation) for developing and implementing effective remedial strategies and to contribute to the
evidence base underpinning policy making;

2. Investigating leakage processes and impacts at the laboratory and field-scale using a portfolio of
existing European and North American facilities and field sites to better characterise and quantify
relevant risk factors;

3. Developing, applying and testing a range of monitoring technologies, systems and strategies to
contribute to effective (good practice) risk evaluation, establishment of baseline conditions and
1
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monitoring and management of impacts;

4. Exploring opportunities of participative monitoring as an aspect of public engagement.
1.3

SECURE PROJECT LEGACY

SECURe has provided a legacy in terms of:

1. Representative experimental and industrial field sites in the CCS and Shale Gas sectors, for
deployment of a comprehensive suite of detection and monitoring methods as a proving ground for
cutting edge technologies and to enable technology transfer between sectors;

2. A platform for international cooperation and future projects with focus on US and Canada, facilitating the
exchange scientific knowledge and researchers;

3. A scientifically sound, unbiased and independent, pragmatic, and cost-effective good practice for
baselining, monitoring, mitigation and remediation – within a risk-assessment framework and with
community engagement;

4. Models and good practice guidelines for engaging different stakeholders including citizens through
participatory monitoring

5. Dissemination of results through engagement with the public.
1.4

APPROACH TO GOOD PRACTICE RECOMMENDATIONS

This report (D6.8), along with a companion report (SECURe project deliverable D6.9), bring together a series
of 9 factsheets that outline the good practice recommendations that have been distilled from the research
completed by the consortium. Good practice recommendations focus on a series of ‘top events’- an outcome
that can be realised when control of a particular hazard is lost. Each fact sheet addresses a single ‘top event’
identified in the SECURe bow-tie risk assessment (Risktec, 2021a, 2021b), with 4 events focussing on risks
associated with CCS and 5 events focussing on risks associated with Unconventional Hydrocarbons
Extraction. Recommendations come from across the 5 technical work packages that make up the research
consortium:
WP2: Risk assessment for leakage and induced seismicity: methodology and case studies
WP3: Environmental baseline and monitoring strategies
WP4: Advanced monitoring and sensor technologies
WP5: Impact mitigation and remediation
WP6: Development and exchange of best practice to ensure SECURe impact
The good practice recommendations address the following risks (top events) associated with Carbon
Storage include:





CO2 (under Pressure) – Release from Well (during Injection Phase);
CO2 (in Storage) / Formation Water– Release from Storage Complex through Abandoned / Injection,
Monitoring, Verification Wells;
CO2 (in Storage) / Formation Water – Release from (Primary) Storage Reservoir through Geological
Formations / Discontinuities);
Seismicity / Earth Movement (CO2 Injection) – Induced / Triggered Seismicity / Aseismic Earth
Movement.

2
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2 Best practice recommendations for the
environmental monitoring of CO2 storage
operations in Europe
2.1

COMMON INTRODUCTORY TEXT TO FACTSHEETS

The following text is used on the webpage than links to downloadable versions of each factsheet. It briefly
introduces the project and approach to developing each factsheet, addressing a single ‘top event’ from the
bowtie risk assessment with recommendations from specific deliverable reports.
The text reads:
SECURe has gathered unbiased, impartial scientific evidence for risk mitigation and monitoring for
environmental protection to support subsurface geoenergy development. Our main research outputs underpin
recommendations which we have collated below as nine factsheets.
The risk framework developed by SECURe identified four principal hazards associated with geological carbon
dioxide (CO2) storage (carbon capture and storage - CCS), and five associated with unconventional
hydrocarbons extraction (UHE).
Our recommendations seek to provide a pragmatic and reasonable response to these concerns: they can be
used to inform site development and management strategies from the perspective of multiple stakeholders
(operators, regulators, legislators and the general public). Each headline recommendation is underpinned by
project technical reports, available here.
The project employed the "Bow Tie" risk assessment approach, which identifies a series of barriers that prevent
a principal hazard (‘top event’) from occurring. Each factsheet addresses a single top event which can occur
if control of a hazard is lost, and provides recommendations to help mitigate them.
The top events were identified through a literature review of hazards, threats, consequences and barriers
associated with CO2 storage. The recommendations can be considered to inform preventative (e.g. a limit on
operations) or mitigative (e.g. a technical measure that limits the chain of consequence arising from the top
event) strategies for risk management.
Participatory monitoring formed a key part of SECURe’s research. The value of participatory monitoring
approaches was captured and embedded within each Bow Tie risk assessment. Because participatory
monitoring is relevant to the management of many aspects of the top events, we have created an overview
Participatory Monitoring Factsheet - detailing our recommendations in this area.
•
Detailed recognition of the storage reservoir and confinement needs to be established, including
identification of all existing faults in the possible injection operations’ influenced zone (see SECURe reports
D3.7 and D3.8). A cost-effective and timely environmental baseline should always be established prior to any
CCS activities commencing, supported by early site appraisals. Monitoring programmes demonstrate to
stakeholders that sites are evolving as expected, or deviations in behaviour can identify anomalies.
•
Methodologies that can attribute the source of CO2 will also be needed. The baseline defines the
environmental conditions prior to CCS activities and needs to account for natural and external anthropogenic
temporal variation. Therefore, the use of continuous sampling methodologies for at least one year prior to the
start of operations is recommended (D3.6).
•
In onshore storage operations, the sampling network for environmental baseline monitoring, ongoing
monitoring throughout operation and post-operation monitoring should ensure that sampling is undertaken in
all major hydrogeological units at suitable depths to protect groundwater from potential contamination. Existing
relevant boreholes should be utilised and bespoke boreholes drilled where necessary.

3
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2.2
2.2.1

FACTSHEETS
Good practice summary factsheet #1: Release of CO2 at pressure from a well during injection

4
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GOOD PRACTICE AND RISK MITIGATION
FACTSHEET #1
www.securegeoenergy.eu

Carbon capture and storage:

Release of CO2 at pressure from a
well during injection
SECURe employed the Bow Tie risk assessment approach, which identifies a series of barriers that
prevent a principal hazard (“top event”) from occurring. This factsheet outlines recommendations, which
address a single top event that can occur if control of a hazard is lost: release of carbon dioxide (CO2) at
pressure from a well during injection. It should be read in conjunction with the Participatory Monitoring
Factsheet, which provides overall guidance on project construction.

The issue
Although unlikely, the potential release of CO2 at pressure from a well must be fully assessed in all CO2
storage projects. Such releases could result in CO2 emissions to the atmosphere and/or impacts to
ecosystems and people. Release via the well annulus could arise through the use of production wells that
have not been adequately repurposed for CO2 injection, or poor-quality and/or degradation of well
engineering barriers. Well engineering assessments, appropriate material selection and monitoring
provide effective barriers to prevent CO2 release. If release were to occur, then remediation options
include monitoring, operational responses, well engineering interventions, and the use of natural
geological properties to slow the release. These barriers, and preventive and remedial actions are
discussed in detail in the SECURe report BGS-01-R-12.

CLICK HERE FOR FULL
GOOD PRACTICE REPORT

This report is part of a project that has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme under grant agreement number 764531. The content of this report reflects only the authors’ view. The Innovation and
Networks Executive Agency (INEA) is not responsible for any use that may be made of the information it contains. © SECURe 2021.
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Risk mitigation recommendations
Maintaining borehole integrity
‣ Operators should use cement formulations that minimise shrinkage, when possible. Cement
shrinkage can significantly increase the probability of failure for the CO2 injection well. Appropriate
cement properties and operating conditions can be selected to reduce well failure risks by using the
modelling and relationships demonstrated in D2.6. Cement formulations that lead to softer, more
flexible (i.e. more ductile) cement are recommended.
‣ Relationships between cement properties and the impact on (1) shear cracking and (2) cement debonding
(for both the formation-cement and casing-cement interfaces) and caprock leakage can help with the
design of appropriate leakage management scenarios (D2.6). Under the right conditions, re-purposing
existing wells for CO2 injection can be done with minimal damage to the cement provided well status is
known and cement properties are well-characterised.
‣ Reducing the temperature shock of the cold CO2 is the most effective way to reduce failure risks
(D2.6).

Monitoring approach
‣ Adaptive monitoring is required from baseline characterisation for operational and post-operational
stages of the life cycle, in order to detect any contamination events (D3.6).
‣ Thresholds should be set for hydrochemical parameters that could indicate contamination in the
future (D3.6). Thresholds should be established using the environmental baseline data to calculate
concentrations of parameters that would indicate excessive natural temporal variation.

Figure 1: Simplified illustration of well barriers for a typical active CO2 well. Primary well

barrier envelope in blue and secondary well barrier envelope in red (from D5.3).

Good Practice Factsheet #1

Risk mitigation recommendations (cont.)
Use of models
‣ A probabilistic approach to assessing well integrity should be taken, with the goal of minimising
the probability of failure. Assessments should also provide information that will aid the
communication of uncertainty in forward modelling. Research reported in D2.6 suggests that
uncertainty in parameters relating to reservoir and cement characteristics can be reduced via
laboratory experiments. These can test cement integrity for realistic stress states and well materials
and also assess operating limits for well pressure to prevent fracturing of the cement sheath.
Microannuli, or small gaps, along the well and radial fractures emanating from the casing through the
cement should be considered in leakage mitigation strategies. Individual fractures may dramatically
increase the leakage risk but fracture networks do not necessarily lead to a continuous, highpermeability path along the wells.
‣ Effective modelling of the CO2 containment system should include model forecasts of well integrity.
These should be based on a thorough understanding of controlling processes associated with CCS
operations (D2.6). Numerical geomechanical well leakage modelling can be used to quantify the
probability of well failure for a range of scenarios applicable to well re-use and new well applications.
‣ Developing a risk assessment specifically tackling the potential for catastrophic failure (e.g. well
blowout) should be developed early in the project to guide site works (see D6.8).

Development of technology
‣ “Remediation chemistry” should be considered as a measure to reduce fracture permeability in
and around CO2 injection wells and the cement sheath (D5.5). This could include novel fluids that
lead to mineral precipitation or polymerisation reactions (CaCO3 and magnesite) when in contact
with leaking CO2.

Figure 2: Well integrity: experiments show the development of fractures in the cement sheath at different
casing pressures. Fractures could represent potential leak paths from the wellbore.
Detailed description:
Cross-sectional CT images of borehole cement casing taken at the same position along an experimental cell
(close to the bottom of the sample), at various stages of casing pressure application: (a) casing pressure of 200
bar before fracturing occurred, (b) at 300 bar - the occurrence of the first fractures of casing pressure, and (c)
cycling between 100 bar and 300 bar with CT scanning performed at 300 bar.

Good Practice Factsheet #1

2.2.2

Good practice summary factsheet #2: Release of CO2/formation waters from the storage
complex through wells

4
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GOOD PRACTICE AND RISK MITIGATION
FACTSHEET #2
www.securegeoenergy.eu

Carbon capture and storage:

Release of CO2/formation waters from
the storage complex through wells

The SECURe project employed the Bow Tie risk assessment approach, which identifies a series of barriers
that prevent a principal hazard (“top event”) from occurring. This factsheet outlines recommendations,
which address a single top event that can occur if control of a hazard is lost: the release of carbon dioxide
(CO2)/formation waters from the storage complex through wells. It should be read in conjunction with the
Participatory Monitoring Factsheet, which provides overall guidance on project construction.

The issue
Although unlikely, the potential release of CO2 at pressure from a well must be fully assessed in most CO2
storage projects. Such releases could result in CO2 emissions to the atmosphere, releases to seabed and
seawater, and/or impacts to ecosystems and people. Release of CO2 and/or formation waters could occur
through abandoned monitoring or verification wells. These releases could occur via the well annulus (a
small gap), through cements or casing/production liners or along tubing. A range of well engineering
assessments, appropriate material selection and monitoring provide effective barriers to prevent CO2
release. If release were to occur, then remediation options include monitoring, operational responses, well
engineering interventions, and the use of natural geological properties to slow the release. These barriers
and preventative and remedial actions are listed in detail in the SECURe report BGS-01-R-12.

CLICK HERE FOR FULL
GOOD PRACTICE REPORT

This report is part of a project that has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
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Risk mitigation recommendations
Maintaining borehole integrity
‣ Operators should use cement formulations that minimise shrinkage, when possible. Cement
shrinkage can significantly increase the probability of failure for the CO2 injection well. Appropriate
cement properties and operating conditions can be selected to reduce well failure risks by using the
modelling and relationships demonstrated in D2.6. Cement formulations that lead to softer, more
flexible (i.e. more ductile) cement are recommended.
‣ Microannuli, or small gaps, along the well, and radial fractures emanating from the casing through the
cement should be considered in leakage mitigation strategies. Any individual fracture may dramatically
increase the leakage risk, but fracture networks do not necessarily lead to a continuous, high
permeability path along the wells (D2.6). Under the right conditions, re-purposing existing wells for CO2
injection can be done with minimal damage to the cement provided the status of wells are known and
properties of cement are well characterised.
‣ Reducing the temperature shock of the cold CO2 is the most effective way to reduce cement failure risks
(D2.6).
‣ Basic geophysical logging to confirm the quality of the well completion is essential in all accessible wells,
even when closely spaced, to avoid leakage/failure (D6.8).
‣ Many plastic well casings and wellheads used for water wells are not gas tight and therefore may allow
small amounts of leakage into the well annulus or around the well head cap – at least part of the
completion in monitoring wells should be cement to mitigate slow leakage through casing joins
(described in D6.8). This risk of leakage through non gas-tight casings and well caps from legacy wells
should also be considered.
‣ In monitoring or instrumented wells, D6.8 explains that reducing the number of sensors on the outside
of casing reduces leakage risk and reduces interference with deployment of other monitoring tools
(e.g. metal sensors outside plastic casing can interfere with later geophysical electrical logging
programmes).
‣ We recommend the use of the more readily available and more widely accepted Portland cement for
remediation treatments, where the strategy is to have a single slurry capable of curing in the cement
sheath and in low-permeability fractures (D5.4). Although guidelines for remediation treatments
have not been defined by the SECURe team, we have established several test methodologies that we
think satisfactorily represent more diverse and more realistic field situations.

Monitoring approach
‣ Use dissolved gases as tracers to identify potential transport pathways (D3.3).
‣ Carry out a comparison of baseline and operational phase data for soil gas and carbon isotopes to
verify there is no evidence for CO2 leakage (D3.3).
‣ Adaptive monitoring is required from baseline characterisation to operational and post-operational
stages of the life cycle, to be able to detect any contamination events (D3.6).
‣ Thresholds should be set for hydro-chemical parameters that could indicate contamination in the
future (D3.6). Thresholds should be established using the environmental baseline data to calculate
concentrations of parameters that would indicate excessive natural temporal variation.
‣ Hydrochemical parameters used as indicators of contamination should be selected based on the
mineralogy of the aquifer, the characteristics of the potential contaminant (for example, CO2/
formation water release), and the nature of any likely reaction between the two (for example,
decreased pH) (D3.6).

Good Practice Factsheet #2

Risk mitigation recommendations (cont.)
Use of models
‣ Effective modelling of the CO2 containment system should be undertaken, with model forecasts of
well integrity to be based on a thorough understanding of controlling processes associated with CCS
operations (D2.6).
‣ Laboratory experiments, as outlined in D2.6, can be used to test cement integrity for realistic stress
states and well materials and to assess fracturing of the cement sheath operating limits for well
pressure.
‣ Developing a risk assessment specifically tackling the opportunities for catastrophic failure (e.g. well
blowout) should be developed early in the project to guide site works (see D6.8).

Development of technology
‣ A three-tiered methodology to compare candidate remediation fluids is proposed (D5.4):
‣ The first tier is the core flooding approach, evaluating performance of the remediation fluid
in a well-described slit in a (nearly) impermeable plug;
‣ The second tier is still focusing on a single fracture, but this time the topology of the fracture
is relaxed and therefore more field-realistic. The fracture is stress-induced, opening mainly
in tensile mode;
‣ The third tier is to adopt geometry and complexity comparable to the field, but in a scaled
down and more controllable setting. In SECURe, this was achieved by using the ECCSEL
mini-wellbore assembly.
‣ This methodology helps the industry to balance advantages and drawbacks, which might be at
different tiers for the candidate competing fluids. This approach also caters for the R&D community
when developing new formulations. An obvious starting place is testing under tier one.
‣ When developing remediation fluids to control permeability, specific tests should be designed for
specific problems. This is because the method by which the candidate remediation fluids are tested
influences the performance of the fluid (D5.4). Key questions to consider include: is the
remediation fluid intended for consolidation and eventual blockage of a permeable formation, thus
limiting well fluid leakage away from the well? Or should the fluid remediate fractures already in
the cement sheath around the well and discrete fractures extending into the formation beyond?
Which type of formation is to be remediated - permeable or impermeable and fractured, such as a
caprock shale?

Good Practice Factsheet #2

Figure 1: Simplified illustration of well barriers for a typical active CO2 well.
Primary well barrier envelope in blue and secondary well barrier envelope in red
(from D5.3).

Figure 2: Application domains (CO2 storage complex, shale gas reservoir and
generic/other geoenergy operations), Topics or impact areas/risk receptor (RReservoir, T-Top seal, F-Faults, W-Wells, S-Surface), and tools or methods (lab
experiments, modelling, field cases - as indicated by symbols and text in figure)
for research within WP2 of the SECURe project (from D2.6).

Good Practice Factsheet #2

2.2.3

Good practice summary factsheet #3: Release of CO2/formation waters from primary storage
reservoirs through geological formations/ discontinuities

5
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GOOD PRACTICE AND RISK MITIGATION
FACTSHEET #3
www.securegeoenergy.eu

Carbon capture and storage:

Release of CO2/formation waters from primary storage
reservoirs through geological formations/discontinuities

The SECURe project employed the Bow Tie risk assessment approach, which identifies a series of barriers
that prevent a principal hazard (“top event”) from occurring. This factsheet outlines recommendations,
which address a single top event that can occur if control of a hazard is lost: the release of carbon dioxide
(CO2)/formation waters from the storage complex through geological formations/discontinuities. It should
be read in conjunction with the Participatory Monitoring Factsheet, which provides overall guidance on
project construction.

The issue
Although very unlikely and considered to be of lower risk than release via wells, the potential release of
CO2 or formation waters from primary storage reservoirs must be fully assessed. Such releases could
result in CO2 emissions to the atmosphere, releases to the seabed and seawater, and/or impacts to
ecosystems and people, including other subsurface users. Potential release mechanisms have been
identified via existing or legacy wells, via gas chimneys, capillary leakage through the primary seal, via
fracture and fault networks or via lateral migration during or after injection. Faults may be reactivated and
new fractures induced from stresses during injection or during natural seismicity.
Effective barriers to prevent CO2 release are provided by a range of site engineering, operational
strategies, and corrective actions and by monitoring site selection. These ensure stores will be inherently
“safe by design”. If release were to occur, then remediation options include monitoring, operational
responses, well engineering interventions, and the use of natural geological properties to slow the release.
These barriers, as well as preventive and remedial actions, are discussed in detail in SECURe report
BGS-01-R-12.

CLICK HERE FOR FULL
GOOD PRACTICE REPORT
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Risk mitigation recommendations
Maintaining borehole integrity
‣ Operators should use cement formulations that minimise shrinkage, when possible. Cement
shrinkage can significantly increase the probability of failure for the shale gas well. Appropriate
cement properties and operating conditions can be selected to reduce well failures risks by using the
modelling and relationships demonstrated in D2.6. Cement formulations that lead to a softer, more
flexible (i.e. more ductile) cement are recommended.
‣ Microannuli, or small gaps, along the well, and radial fractures emanating from the casing through the
cement should be considered in leakage mitigation strategies. Individual fractures may dramatically
increase the leakage risk, but fracture networks do not necessarily lead to a continuous, high-permeability
path along the wells. (D2.6).
‣ Reducing the temperature shock of the cold CO2 is the most effective way to reduce cement failure risks
(D2.6).
‣ We recommend the use of the more readily available and more widely accepted Portland cement for
remediation treatments, where the strategy is to have a single slurry capable of curing in the cement
sheath and in low-permeability fractures (D5.4). Although guidelines for remediation treatments have
not been defined by SECURe, we have established several test methodologies, which we think
satisfactorily represent more diverse and more realistic field situations.

Monitoring approach
‣ Thresholds should be set for hydrochemical parameters that could indicate contamination in the
future (D3.6). Thresholds should be established using the environmental baseline data to calculate
concentrations of parameters that would indicate excessive natural temporal variation.
‣ Hydrochemical parameters to be used as indicators of contamination should be selected based on
the mineralogy of the aquifer, the characteristics of the potential contaminant (for example, CO2/
formation water release), and the nature of any likely reaction between the two (for example,
decreased pH) (D3.6).
‣ There might be limited baseline data describing the natural environmental condition in terms of
scope and resolution in areas of prior development, as highlighted in D3.7. Thus, there might be
insufficient information on the reference level for observed changes, which means that
interdisciplinary observations comparisons and extensive modelling are required to properly
assess both subsurface processes and environmental impact.
‣ There is a strong need for close cooperation of industry and researchers in planning and
conducting both baseline studies and further monitoring activities (as recommended in D3.7 and
D3.8). The possibility of connecting observation results with an industrial process is crucial for the
interpretation of phenomena observed in the environment. Results obtained from all observation
systems should be reported both to the site operator and to controlling bodies. This would ensure
that any adverse changes and causes are identified and appropriate actions undertaken in order to
minimise any impact and further risk.
‣ Long-term monitoring microseismic events may be an appropriate early warning tool if such
events indicate fluid migration along existing or artificial faults and fractures (see D3.8).
‣ Long-term environmental monitoring needs to be established for both the operation and postoperation phases (the question is for how long; for now, we can say that it must be set according to
specific site conditions). D3.8 recommends that such monitoring needs to have clearly defined
financing and should be conducted by an independent body/bodies. It should be carried out in
cooperation with the industry but not under industry’s supervision, to ensure impartiality.
Good Practice Factsheet #3

Risk mitigation recommendations (cont.)
Use of models
‣ We recommend a multi-disciplinary approach to assess fault leakage rates, requiring
suitable field work, laboratory work and upscaled hydromechanical modelling (D2.6). This
might require involvement of analogue sites to access suitable sample material and
geological outcrops.
‣ When it does occur, leakage can be considered a long-lasting process due to the large
volumes of CO2 injected, with sustained high gas pressures in carbon stores (D2.6). Storage
strategies should be designed to acknowledge this.
‣ Geomechanical models should be calibrated by detailed data of geomechanical rock
properties of the structure and its surroundings (D2.6).
‣ Reliable datasets (e.g. seismic and wireline-logging datasets) of sufficient quality and quantity
should contribute to fault sealing models (D2.6).
‣ Calibrate accurate thresholds for determining reliable outcomes for the Shale Gouge Ratio
(SGR), which can indicate fault sealing potential (D2.6). To determine these thresholds, all
available geological information should be used; it is worth noting that application to rock types
other than sedimentary clastic rocks can be unreliable.
‣ Quantification of top seals: seals higher in clay are typically lower in matrix permeability and
more ductile with lower permeabilities through discontinuities, such as faults and fractures;
these limit vertical CO2 migration through lower expected flow rates in geological storage
operations (D2.6). Many ductile caprocks can be considered self-sealing for fault/fracture flow,
especially under the changes in effective stresses considered in CO2 storage operations.
Acquisition of extended data from dedicated monitoring wells and their subsequent usage
should be used to history match and validate the simulation model (D2.6).
‣ Independent means to estimate the key subsurface pressure parameters (formation
breakdown pressure, threshold displacement pressure) of the potential leakage pathways
should be used to validate pressure management and injection strategies (D2.6).

Figure 1: Application domains (CO2 storage complex, shale gas reservoir and generic/other geoenergy operations),
Topics or impact areas/risk receptor (R-Reservoir, T-Top seal, F-Faults, W-Wells, S-Surface), and tools or methods
(lab experiments, modelling, field cases - as indicated by symbols and text in figure) for research within WP2 of the
SECURe project (from D2.6).
Good Practice Factsheet #3

Risk mitigation recommendations (cont.)
Development of technology
‣ Technology development both in monitoring measurements and in interpretation of results should
be foreseen. All changes in monitoring scope and schedule should be introduced gradually and in
parallel to ensure new and former results are comparable, if not directly, by means of recounting
techniques (D3.8).
‣ Data collected with unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) based systems can be combined with modelling
to localise the source of the emissions on the ground (D4.1). This approach helps to focus ground
investigations to pinpoint the gas source and to determine the flux in a tiered monitoring
programme. Field tests (D4.1) of the fixed wing UAV and rotary drone UAV gas sensor systems are
capable of monitoring and recording atmospheric gas concentrations in flight. Whilst they can
record positional data and detect gas from surface emissions, further development is required
before their application in monitoring programmes.
‣ The precipitation of acid-resistant carbonate minerals through chemical interaction between
injected fluids and leaking CO2 can act as an effective sealant for remediating CO2 leakage
through faults and fractures in geologic CO2 storage reservoirs. This is the case when such
precipitating fluids can be directed to leaking faults and fractures (D5.8). Magnesite is one of the
most stable carbonate phases that can help address the challenge of long-term plugging of CO2
leakage. The chemical mechanism that can catalyse its formation is of great interest and practical
significance.

Figure 2: Samples collected from a deep aquifer using the BRGM GazOGaz sampling system (a tool deployed
via boreholes). Samples may be collected for chemical analysis (images on the left) and an evaluation of the
aquifer water renewal rate may be performed (images on the right).

Good Practice Factsheet #3

2.2.4

Good practice summary factsheet #4: Induced/triggered seismicity or aseismic earth
movement
associated
with
CO2
injection
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Carbon capture and storage:

Induced/triggered seismicity or aseismic earth
movement associated with CO2 injection

SECURe employed the Bow Tie risk assessment approach, which identifies a series of barriers that
prevent a principal hazard (“top event”) from occurring. This factsheet outlines recommendations, which
address a single top event that can occur if control of a hazard is lost: induced/triggered seismicity or
aseismic earth movement associated with carbon dioxide (CO2) injection. It should be read in conjunction
with the Participatory Monitoring Factsheet, which provides overall guidance on project construction.

The issue
Although unlikely, the potential for induced or triggered seismicity and aseismic earth movements must be
fully assessed in most CO2 storage projects. Such processes could result in nuisance seismicity, damage to
buildings and local infrastructure, or triggered seismic events. These may require CO2 injection to cease,
with consequent economic impacts and long-term environmental impacts. For such a hazard to occur
requires an increase in pore pressure above site-specific thresholds, which may lead to microseismicity. If
critically pre-stressed faults are present, seismic events may be triggered.
A range of site engineering assessments, operational strategies and monitoring provides effective barriers
to prevent seismicity. These barriers, and preventive and remedial actions, are discussed in detail in
SECURe report BGS-01-R-12.

CLICK HERE FOR FULL
GOOD PRACTICE REPORT

This report is part of a project that has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme under grant agreement number 764531. The content of this report reflects only the authors’ view. The Innovation and
Networks Executive Agency (INEA) is not responsible for any use that may be made of the information it contains. © SECURe 2021.
For more information about the project, contact info@securegeoenergy.eu

Risk mitigation recommendations
Monitoring approach
‣ A closed loop of seismic monitoring. We consider (near) real-time data assimilation and model updating
as crucial for a robust estimation and update of seismic risks during injection operations D2.6.

Establish baseline environmental conditions
‣ It is fundamental to establish the baseline level of natural seismicity through a baseline
monitoring campaign before the onset of subsurface activities in the area of operation. It is
important to obtain continuous or repeated observations of a situation to detect changes that may
occur over time (D3.2, D4.2). During operations, a local network should be deployed for monitoring
and mitigation purposes (D4.2). If a Traffic Light System is used as a mitigation tool, it is important
that the monitoring network has a detection level below the acceptable level of microseismicty as
determined by the regulators. The available information related to seismicity and tectonic activities
should be collected and analysed: in situ stress regime in combination with the geomechanical
modelling to assess the maximum (CO2) injection pressure limits. In cases where a baseline has not
been obtained pre-operation, an undisturbed baseline can be measured in similar geology under a
similar tectonic regime and compared to the seismicity measured at the active operation site.
‣ Determine the acceptable level of microseismicity in the location of interest. This decision
rests on both scientific knowledge (e.g. understanding of local risk, local geological
conditions, presence of faults, subsurface stress regime, shallow geological conditions) and
regulatory and societal considerations (e.g. site safety, avoidance of public nuisance,
optimising operational parameters).
‣ Perform a site survey to establish the signal-to-noise conditions and calculate the required
network density and configuration to obtain the desired detection level. The detection level
is key to be able to mitigate before the acceptable level of microseismicity is exceeded
(D4.2).
‣ Decide the level of network redundancy in the event of one or more seismograph stations
failing. It is also important to decide the level of network maintenance and data analysis.
‣ Microseismic activity near a production site can act as a state-of-health indicator for the
subsurface, where a rising level of microseismic activity can be a sign of stress perturbations or
pore pressure changes. It is important to emphasise that seismic monitoring cannot serve as the
sole monitoring technology. It should be part of a larger monitoring plan encompassing other
geophysical, geological and geochemical technologies.

Good Practice Factsheet #4

Risk mitigation recommendations (cont.)
Use of models
‣ Seismicity forecasts depend on a large number of input parameters, most of which are poorly
constrained before the start of the operations (e.g. details on the specifics of the network used
for seismic monitoring, observed background seismicity, total fault area and seismicity recorded
during the injection operations)(D2.6).
‣ Rate-and-state seismicity theory, to assess changes in seismicity rates based on Coulomb stressing
rates rather than on Coulomb stress changes, should be considered to forecast evolution of
seismicity. This is in terms of frequency-magnitude distribution of events associated with injection of
fluids in a reservoir (as described in D2.6). High stressing injection rates and seismicity rates in
seismic management strategies should be considered. They may be associated with the “passage” of
the thermal front (e.g. due to injection of cold CO2) through fault planes and will affect seismic risks.
‣ We recommend incorporating statistical modelling in corrective measure plans, relying on
observations. However, large uncertainties and complex causal relations need to be taken into
account (D2.6).
‣ The use of predictive model frameworks (validated against observed data) can optimise injection
strategies to allow maximisation of injection volumes and minimised induced seismicity
(D5.6). Additionally, injection operations and mitigation measures for induced seismicity greatly
benefit from optimisation of spatio-temporal injection strategies as seismic risks can be reduced
under continuing injection operations.

Development of technology
‣ Acoustic emission (AE) mostly arises due to reactivation of small faults (D5.1), critically stressed
and favourably oriented as the pressure plume from the injected CO2 passes through the fault. The
assumed mechanism that generates AE is an increase in pore pressure, with shear stress leading to
sliding on a critically oriented fault. This is also possible to investigate in the laboratory, provided
the in-situ stress state can be approximated by biaxial conditions, or where a triaxial cell with porepressure control is available. Examination of the energy distribution, together with triangulation to
localise the origin of the emission, may be an indicator of the reactivation of sub-seismic faults.
‣ Laboratory experiments, if possible on relevant field cores, can be used to understand the
propagation of microseismicity in the subsurface, primarily in calibration of models for the area
considered (D5.2). These can shed light on the localisation of AE sources. This can correct any early
interpretation of underground events leading to microseismicity occurrence and suggest corrective
action, such as injection rate reduction, or even suspension of injection.

Good Practice Factsheet #4

Figure 1: Schematic presentation of the interaction and coupling between processes
that can play a role during fluid (e.g. CO2, water) injection. M: mechanics, T: thermal, H:
hydraulic, C: chemical processes. Processes that are expected to be dominant for
injection into a depleted sandstone reservoirs have been marked with an asterisk.
Though chemical processes can be part of the analysis, in the present SECURe
project the interaction of chemical processes with flow and mechanics has not been
taken into account.

Seismometer installation in the field to monitor for earthquakes. This is an important part of
establishing natural baseline conditions and can identify impacts of human activity in the subsurface.
Credit: BGS © UKRI

Good Practice Factsheet #4
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Participatory monitoring
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SECURe factsheets - participatory monitoring
SECURe has gathered unbiased, impartial scientific evidence for risk mitigation and monitoring for
environmental protection to support subsurface geoenergy development. Our main research outputs underpin
recommendations, which we have collated as nine factsheets.
The risk framework developed by SECURe identified four principal hazards associated with geological CO2
storage and five associated with unconventional hydrocarbons extraction.
Our recommendations seek to provide a pragmatic and reasonable response to these concerns: they can be
used to inform site development and management strategies from the perspective of multiple stakeholders
(operators, regulators, legislators and the general public). Each headline recommendation is underpinned by
project technical reports, available here

The project employed the “Bow Tie” risk assessment approach, which identifies a series of barriers that
prevent a principal hazard (“top event”) from occurring. Each factsheet addresses a single top event, which can
occur if control of a hazard is lost, and provides recommendations to help mitigate them.
The top events were identified through a literature review of hazards, threats, consequences and barriers
associated with CO2 storage. The recommendations can be considered to inform preventative (e.g. a limit on
operations) or mitigative (e.g. a technical measure that limits the chain of consequence arising from the top
event) strategies for risk management.

Overall recommendations

‣

A detailed recognition of the storage reservoir and confinement needs to be established, including
identification of all existing faults in the possible injection operations’ influenced zone (see SECURe
reports D3.7 and D3.8). A cost-effective and timely environmental baseline should always be
established prior to any CCS activities commencing, supported by early site appraisals. Monitoring
programmes demonstrate to stakeholders that sites are evolving as expected, or deviations in
behaviour can help to identify anomalies.

‣

Methodologies that can attribute the source of CO2 will also be needed. The baseline defines the
environmental conditions prior to CCS activities and needs to account for natural and external
anthropogenic temporal variation. Therefore, the use of continuous sampling methodologies for at
least one year prior to the start of operations is recommended (D3.6).

‣

In onshore storage operations, the sampling network for environmental baseline monitoring, ongoing
monitoring throughout operation and post-operation monitoring should ensure that sampling is
undertaken in all major hydrogeological units at suitable depths to protect groundwater from
potential contamination. Existing relevant boreholes should be utilised and bespoke boreholes drilled,
where necessary.

This report is part of a project that has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme under grant agreement number 764531. The content of this report reflects only the authors’ view. The Innovation and
Networks Executive Agency (INEA) is not responsible for any use that may be made of the information it contains. © SECURe 2021.
For more information about the project, contact info@securegeoenergy.eu

Gaining community trust:
benefits of participatory monitoring
Participatory monitoring formed a key element of SECURe’s research. The value of participatory monitoring
approaches was captured and embedded within each Bow Tie risk assessment. At the same time, the
recommendations relating to participatory monitoring have broad relevance to CO2 storage,
unconventional hydrocarbons extraction and other subsurface low-carbon geoenergy activities. Ethical
research approaches underpin these activities and should be considered an important part of understanding
how a broad range of stakeholders perceives subsurface geoenergy activities.

Why do we need to monitor a storage site?
‣ As CO2 storage occurs at significant depths, monitoring data and the knowledge developed from
these observations require significant expertise to aid their interpretation and make value judgements
about the safety and efficiency of the storage processes.
‣ Developing innovative monitoring tools and participative monitoring methods can support the
understanding of the subsurface by non-expert stakeholders and give them more insight into the impact
of the activities on the environment and the way potential risks are being managed.
‣ SECURe has developed improved participatory monitoring tools that, although focused on CCS and
shale gas activities, are also relevant for other subsurface activities, such as geothermal projects or
the storage of heat and gases (for example, hydrogen).

What are the potential benefits of supporting local communities in participatory monitoring?
‣ Involving local stakeholders at all stages of the design and implementation of a project,
including decisions on what is monitored and the monitoring approach itself, can improve trust
in the proposed activities and risk management strategies.
‣ The cost of setting up a participatory monitoring programme is small compared with losing the
social licence to operate due to a lack of public acceptance.

How can CO2 storage projects enable local community engagement?
‣ To create legitimacy, a stakeholder participation process should be open to new information and
insights to allow for (re)positioning and enrichment of viewpoints, including minority opinion.
‣ To create and implement a technological design, thinking beyond the technology itself is needed,
iteratively including institutions and stakeholder interactions to genuinely embed it in a societal context.
‣ Research undertaken in SECURe indicates that geoenergy expert opinion is currently divided on the
benefits of participatory monitoring, particularly around procedural justice values. Given the often
pivotal role geoenergy experts can play in projects, further work is needed to build “expert
acceptance” to improve societal acceptance of innovative geoenergy projects.

Factsheet 0 - Participatory Monitoring

Gaining community trust:
benefits of participatory monitoring (cont.)

How should participatory monitoring be managed within the project?
‣ One of the challenges identified in our research is successfully aligning the different speeds of
progress, for example gaining permits versus developing new participatory monitoring programmes.
‣ We recommend a process management approach to address societal requirements rather than a project
management approach. Investing effort at the beginning of the project to evaluate and develop a
participatory monitoring programme may require additional time within project development.
However, a successful programme can greatly speed up subsequent activities (such as obtaining
planning permits and avoiding judicial process).

RECOMMENDATIONS

‣ Project teams should be multidisciplinary.
‣ Engagement should start early in project formulation, with investment of appropriate
‣
‣
‣

resources.
The benefits of participatory monitoring should be highlighted to gain more acceptance
from experts.
Project transparency should be ensured; dialogues should be based on equality
with everyone’s concerns taken seriously.
Stakeholders should jointly explore their potential roles in a project’s monitoring
efforts.

Factsheet 0 - Participatory Monitoring

Appendix 1 Mass Balance Threshold Matching of
Geoelectric and Seismic Data – A case study from
Ketzin
Included in Appendix 1 is a description of activities completed by GFZ that were not reported in other formal
project deliverable reports. We have included these here as they underpin some of the recommendations in
the factsheets detailed in Section 2 of this report.

Authors: Wolfgang Weinzierl, Merlin Ganzer, Dennis Rippe, Stefan Lüth, and Cornelia SchmidtHattenberger
Background from EGU abstract
Seismic and geoelectric/electro-magnetic methods are used as complementary tools for the identification of
fluid/gas effects in underground storage and production scenarios. Both methods generally have very different
resolution. Seismic tends to be acquired by much more dense geometrical layouts, and the geoelectric or
electro-magnetic acquisition being a potential field method shows information integrated over spatial distances.
These inherent scale and design dependent differences require spatial tuning in joint inversion approaches
and careful matching in independent interpretations of both methods. We present results matching seismic
and electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) results from two repeat surveys acquired during CO2 storage
operations at the Ketzin pilot site in Germany. The approach is based on data acquired in 2009 and 2012, at
different stages of total injected CO2 volume. Volumes of injected mass are obtained from the averaged
acoustic impedance change (seismic) in the vicinity of the injection well and compared to volumes inferred
from the ERT cross-well acquisition. The results are compared radially with increasing distances from the
injection location (Figure 1). Seismically derived masses of injected CO2 are used as a benchmark for a
threshold-driven workflow analyzing the electric resistivity model. The cross-well ERT results have been
obtained in a quadrant of the seismic survey acquisitions. Assuming radial symmetry for the ERT makes it
possible to compare individual mass balances in the near-vicinity of the injection well. Archie's equation is
used to obtain saturations from the tomographic geoelectric models. The sensitivities of parameters relevant
in determining the mass of injected CO2 is analyzed. Variations in saturation exponent n, baseline resistivity
R0, and porosity I enable specifying applicable ranges of the parameters and determining the investigation
radii compared to the seismic derived benchmark. This is done for individual threshold levels for saturations
derived from the ERT field data (Figure 2). Seismically and ERT obtained masses match comparatively well
and subtle variations of the sensitive parameters are capable in explaining differences for individual
investigation volumes (Figures 3, 4). Applicable investigation radii lie between 20-100 m. A 10% in- or decrease
of the mean parameters is able to match the seismic derived mass in this range. Above a threshold of 10% for
the saturations, the derived mass decreases more rapidly showing a larger deviation from the seismic derived
mass. Both methods underestimate the total injected mass. This is not surprising as there are both fluid related
processes and structural heterogeneities not accounted for in either. Results of surface-downhole
measurements support the findings and show applicability of the developed approach. The threshold-based
approach may support the monitoring concept of a CO2 storage site and provides a basis for quantitative
evaluation of its containment, as investigated in the frame of the EU project SECURe.
Seismic – Processing – Previous work - Ivanova et al. 2012 and Ivandic et al. 2015
Results are following the more recent estimations from Ivandic et al. 2015. The estimated mass of the seismic
acquisition
MCO2 = ∑N φ SCO2 ρ dxdy H
is computed according to the following assumptions:
x

φ is the porosity of the reservoir assumed to be the same in all CDP bins (the average value of
porosity is taken from Förster et al. 2010)
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x
x
x
x
x

SCO2 is the CO2 saturation in the reservoir taken from the PNG minimum and maximum gas
saturation scenarios
ρ is the CO2 density derived using the monitored pressure and temperature conditions in the
reservoir
dx and dy define the size of one CDP bin
N is the total number of CDPs
H is the thickness of the part of the reservoir containing CO2

The thickness of the layer containing CO2, H, is derived from the velocity push-down effect, 'T, using the
following relation:
H='T/2 (1/V2 − 1/V1)
Velocities are derived from a petrophysical investigation which resulted in a linear dependence of saturated
compressional with increasing saturations.
V2 = -0.46 Sg V1

0.2

Φ

2009
SCO2

ρ

2012

Amplitude diff.

Sg

Amplitude diff.

Sg

0.3–0.46

0.474

0.3–0.48

0.560

0.46–0.7

0.381

0.48–0.6

0.580

0.7–1.0

0.405

0.6–1.0

0.387

2009

2012

266.62 kg/m3

215 kg/m3

dx/dy

12.5m/12.5m

Table 1: Parameters used in the estimation of mass from timelapse seismic following Ivandic et al. 2015 for
Repeat 2009 and 2012.
ERT – Processing
The ERT inversion was performed using the ERT lab software which provides the inverted data in a proprietary
data format. The results of the 3D crosswell inversion were converted into VTK format to better compare with
the seismic data. Subsequently, they were regridded from unstructural into a structured grid domain. The depth
range of investigation was limited to the range [-620,-650].
Figure 5 shows the filtered raw and regridded resistivity values form the inversions for repeat surveys in 2009
and 2012. The minor differences can be explained by the nearest neighboring algorithm used to populate the
structured grid with the unstructured raw inversion results.
The resistivity models obtained by the tomography are used to evaluate saturations given the Archie equation.
Using the saturation exponent n as well as the background resistivity R0 of the fully brine saturated medium
the CO2 saturations can be computed according to following relation:
SCO2 = 1 - (R0/Resistivity)1/n
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With saturations, porosities φ, densities ρ and volumes defined by grid cell sizes (dx,dy,dz), mass estimation
can be performed:
MCO2 = ∑N φ SCO2 ρ dx dy dz
Default parameters used in the mass estimates were following:
n = 1.62
R0 = 0.725
φ = 0.2
Figure 6 shows a map view of inverted resistivities (z=-635) and cumulative mass estimates per bin in the
range of [-630,-640]. Contours of individual saturation cutoffs are visualized on the mass estimates.

Thresholding
Following the analysis of Lüth et al. 2015 the impact on the mass estimation of thickness thresholds are
investigated. The seismically derived thickness H is used to filter CDP bins and their contribution to the mass
estimation. This is visualized in Figure 7 for the three investigation areas. In addition to the seismically derived
mass estimates the estimates obtained from the ERT are plotted. Starting with a 20m thick zone in depth, the
mass estimated from the ERT models around the injection depth at z=-635m is analyzed. Masses are
computed after subsequently removing layers from both ends of the zone. To visualize the impact of the
inconclusive knowledge of the background resistivity R0 three individual mass estimates are plotted in red for
R0=(0.725,0.7,0.65).
The masses obtained from the seismic data and the resistivity models match comparatively well. Without
applying a thickness threshold on the seismic and for the full 20m thick zone in the ERT models the derived
mass are following:

Seismic

ERT

Repeat

Original AOI

AOI + CDP/2

AOI + CDP

z=[-625,-645]

2009

0.72

1.07

1.47

0.80

2012

0.93

1.30

1.73

1.04

Table 2: Mass estimation of the seismic and ERT data in kT. For both repeats the estimated mass is computed
for three AOIs for the seismic and with default parameters from the ERT.
Results
Figure 1 shows the overlap of the ERT inversion domain and seismic CDP bins initially used in the estimation
of masses from the seismic data. A filter on the timeshifts of 1.5ms was used. Furthermore, all amplitude
differences below 0.3 have been excluded. Individual stepout distances are shown by concentric rings around
the injector KTZ201. Although a comparison between ERT derived masses and the masses inside the
concentric rings is invalid, it should qualitatively show the increasing volume estimates obtained from the
seismic data while varying parameters in the Archie equation to derive masses from the ERT (Figure 2).
As the results for the seismic and ERT estimation could not be directly compared with the rigorous cutoffs
defined for the timeshifts and amplitude differences the seismically derived masses were reprocessed. Directly
following the work from Ivandic we removed the timeshift threshold in the mass estimation. This is visualized
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in Figure 3 showing a closeup of the inversion domain spanned by the injection and monitoring wells. Three
individual overlap areas are visualized in green. These coincide with the original outline of the wells (dotted),
shifted by half of a CDP bin (dashed), and shifted by a full CDP bin (solid). This should allow to correct for
underestimated masses from the seismic given the limited resolution (12.5x12.5m).
As the ERT model is much more finely spaced the seismic grid was resampled with a resolution of 1x1 m2.
Masses were extrapolated onto this grid using a nearest neighboring algorithm ensuring that the values of the
relevant properties are not over- or underestimated by interpolation. Cells were then filtered based on the CDP
bin adjusted areas.
The ERT results were obtained on a much finer resolution grid. Cell sizes were 2.5x2.5 m2 in area. The target
injection zone was between 630-640m depth. Relative resistivities were converted to saturations, which in turn
were used in estimating masses. The conversion is subject to several parameters affecting the overall
estimated mass.
Figure 7 and 8 shows the sensitivity of the cementation exponent n, baseline resistivity R0.
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Figure 1: Location map of ERT model and processed CDP image points for the mass balance thresholding
using a cutoff for timeshifts of 1.5ms. Limited coverage in the ERT model is observed.

Figure 2: Sensitivity test of the parameters n, R0, and I for three saturation thresholds Sth on the electrical
resistivity tomography results. Two repeat surveys in 2009 and 2012 are shown. The seismically derived
filtered benchmark masses of Figure 1 are visualized as vertical bars with increasing step-out distance from
the injection location.
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Figure 3: Amplitude difference and timeshift of the two repeat seismic surveys in 2009 and 2012. The contour
levels used in the saturation assignments according to Ivandic et al. 2015 (Table 1) are highlighted.
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Figure 4: Seismic mass estimation based on the work of Ivandic et al. (2015). Top panel shows full plume
estimation. Bottom panel shows inlay and aerial envelopes used in comparing seismic and ERT results. Dotted
inlay shows ERT model, dashed inlay shifted by half of CPD bin size, and solid inlay shifted by 1 CDP bin size
(12.5m).
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Figure 5: Raw and re-gridded resistivity values in the depth range [-630,-640].
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Figure 6: Top row shows the resistivity maps obtained from inversion for repeats in 2009 and 2012. Bottom
row shows the estimated mass per bin for the depth range [-630,-640]. Saturation thresholds contours are
visualized for Sg > 0.01 (red), 0.05 (green), and 0.1 (blue).
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Figure 7: Comparison of thickness thresholds. Top row shows seismically derived thicknesses of the indiviudal
analysis areas. Bottom row shows the cumulative masses for increasing threshold thickness. The masses
derived for the ERT zone of investigation is windowed around z=-635m. Starting with a 20m thick window it is
decreased to zero matching the seismic thickness threshold estimation. Impact of the inconclusive parameters
R0 and n is visualized.
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Figure 8: Comparison of mass differences ('m) for indiviudal thickness thresholds . Top row shows mass
difference with variable background resistvity. Bottom row shows mass difference with variable cementation
exponent. For comparison to figure 7 lines are visualized for the three realizations.
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Appendix 2 Summary of GTB activities for SECURe
Included in Appendix 2 is a description of activities completed by UKRI-BGS that were not reported in other
formal project deliverable reports. We have included these here as they underpin some of the
recommendations in the factsheets detailed in Section 2 of this report.
This section is authored by BGS staff members C Vincent, A Barkwith, B Dashwood, S Hannis, S Holyoake,
A Kilpatrick, K Kirk, O Kuras, B Lister, C Rochelle, H Taylor-Curren, J White, P Wilkinson.
THE GEOENERGY TEST BED
The GeoEnergy Test Bed (GTB) is a research facility initiated by the British Geological Survey and the
University of Nottingham comprising an instrumented borehole array. The site represents a £6M investment to
support new and emergent geo-energy sectors critical for a sustainable energy future (including £2.5M UK
government funding through the Energy Research Accelerator (ERA) project). Research grants (e.g. H2020
ENOS and SECURe) and BGS NC funding have been used to fund scientific research at the GTB.
Research at the GTB is predicted to accelerate the development of sensor technologies and advanced
simulation software to underpin industries that will deliver low carbon energy solutions. This will, ultimately,
significantly lower operational and capital costs for several geoenergy sectors and create a wealth of new
opportunities for UK businesses. GTB will foster R&D opportunities to meet the needs of storage operators in
terms of demonstrating safe containment of CO2 through effective monitoring of the storage site complex.
The key objectives of the GTB are as follows:
x
x
x
x

Provide a national facility & catalyse collaboration between researchers, technology developers and
industrial operators
Improve understanding of impacts and processes in the shallow subsurface
Enable development and testing of innovative monitoring technologies
Provide ground truthing for advanced simulation software

During the SECURe project, a number of activities were undertaken to collect baseline environmental data on
soil and groundwater, including through geophysical logging and sampling, to develop the state of the art in
terms of seismic imaging as a monitoring and sensing tool, to develop the ERT method towards its detection
limits and support the monitoring of processes in the shallow subsurface through a number of techniques,
including soil gas monitoring.
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Figure 1: Aerial view during drilling of the boreholes at GTB. Image courtesy University of
Nottingham
GTB ACTIVITY TIMELINE FOR SECURE
SECURe funded the collection of essential environmental baseline data for the GTB and enabled the
advancement of monitoring technologies and techniques to higher TRL. CO2 injection (funded outside of
SECURe) was planned for June 2020 but was delayed by commissioning issues and the COVID-19 pandemic.
Activity
GTB soil gas maintenance and survey
GTB Seismic reflection survey
ERT final commissioning of system and first SECURe data collection
GTB geophysical logging subcontract (visit 1)
GTB ERT field campaign to refine data collection and modelling
GTB helikite/UAV sensor deployment testing at BGS
GTB soil gas maintenance, survey and CO2 release test
GTB geophysical logging subcontract (visit 2)
GTB helikite/UAV sensor deployment flight with gas sensors

Date
May 2020
September 2020
October 2020
March 2021
April 2021
April 2021
April 2021
April 2021
May 2021

ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY TOMOGRAPHY
Lessons learned from the commissioning the Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT) array at GTB were
reported in D4.7. The ERT data collected at GTB was also reported for D3.3.
Introduction to the GTB ERT downhole array
Electrical resistivity tomography monitors for changes in fluid chemistry and saturation levels resulting in
changes in resistivity of pore fluids due to injection of CO2.
The ERT system installed at the GTB uses BGS-designed PRIME technology and can be operated remotely
from the BGS offices, whilst collecting ERT data in an unsupervised and automated fashion. Data transfer is
by wireless internet and processing and interpretation is undertaken at BGS. Installation of the GTB boreholes
and downhole sensor arrays was undertaken during 2016 - 2017 (Figure 2). The arrays are novel in that two
strings of sensors were installed in each well, these are deeper than previous downhole arrays tested with the
BGS system and electrode spacing is irregular in order to offer flexibility at the time of sensor design to
accommodate uncertainty in the exact depths of geological formations before the wells were drilled.
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SECURe activities on ERT data processing and interpretation
Data modelling and interpretation to complete commissioning of the system was completed during the
SECURe project (2018 - 2021). During commissioning, it became evident that water ingress was affecting the
connections at the wellhead, and to remediate this, connections were cleaned, checked and then sealed in
waterproof gel (Figure 2). Multiple visits were made to the field site connecting the sensor strings to the PRIME
system in the hut to test and resolve issues with the sensor arrays (Figure 3).
Data were measured on individual borehole arrays using dipole-dipole and multiple gradient electrode
configurations, and between adjacent boreholes using cross-hole configurations with one current and one
potential electrode in each hole. These gave a robust combination of measurements with good signal-to-noise
properties and good image resolution. The results of 2.5D inversions of the data from each borehole are shown
in Figure 4. Prior weighting towards horizontal structure was applied in the inversion process for consistency
with the expected layered geological model. There are significant regions of consistency between the images,
which gives confidence that they represent common geological structure across the site. Further work will be
carried out to understand the resistive artefacts between depths of 175 and 225 m in SB10, which are possibly
related to the proximity of the metallic pressure sensors, and to remove or mitigate their impact on the inverse
images.
A full 3D inversion encompassing data from all the monitoring wells is imminent, with work in progress on the
model discretization and spatial constraints. Once this is complete, time-lapse inversions will be tested to
ensure that the ERT monitoring component is fully functional and fit-for-purpose ahead of the CO2 injection
programme.

Figure 2: Left: installation of downhole ERT sensor strings, February 2017. Right: encasing
surface connections in gel to avoid water damage during the SECURe project
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Figure 3: Left; ERT PRIME connection during commissioning PRIME is the data interrogator system).
Right; image of one monitoring well using in-hole measurements only (right)
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Figure 4: 2.5D resistivity images in the vicinity of each well.
Lessons learned during SECURe on the ERT
The majority of these lessons learned were reported in D4.7, these are included here for completeness
x

x

x

x

ERT sensor deployment should be considered a critical deliverable for the entire borehole installation
procedure – a borehole should not be a purpose in itself – rather it should be regarded as a carrier
and facilitator for sensors, sampling, and injection, which are the main scientific deliverables and
therefore of overriding importance
Surface infrastructure (e.g. monitoring hut, ducting, shallow trenches, well heads, communications,
power) demands early planning (certainly before drilling), in order to be fit for purpose and address
the specific operational requirements of ERT and other sensor technologies
Understanding site conditions, particularly water run-off is key during planning. Electrical connections
need to remain dry and protected. Ephemeral flooding from surface run-off following seasonal rainfall,
led to significant additional engineering and further remedial work at GTB
External factors influencing the array must be considered early in the project. Well head design and
completion has proven to be an area that needed much more attention and resources than anticipated
since the wellheads had to be below ground level to meet local planning requirements. Providing full
environmental and mechanical protection to ERT connectors has proven difficult and time-consuming,
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x

x

x

x

given the need to bury all cabling, junctions and terminations. Heavy manhole covers caused
significant Health & Safety issues, as heavy lifting equipment and two persons are needed to access
well heads and ERT cable connections
During installation, installation details must be clear for the whole team. A large laminated working
copy of the key information was attached to the drill rig to make the data instantly available to the team
on the drill pad and to capture any changes or adaptions in real time and under challenging conditions
(darkness, cold, rain, mud). It was also invaluable to have an independent note-taker separate from
the hands-on installation crew, who can record events and help coordinate the works in the
background
It is good practice to establish a site datum referenced to Ordnance Datum that can be used for all onsite drilling and downhole measurements. This is of great importance for later reconstruction of ERT
sensor depths in the boreholes, which is critical for the accuracy and integrity of forward and inverse
modelling, data interpretation and quality assurance
Design complexity within the downhole ERT arrays should be avoided to limit the effort required for
data post-processing. This includes minimising the need for non-uniform electrode spacings on ERT
sensor cables and avoiding the interleaving of cables where possible (i.e. covering the same depth
range with two identical cables, but vertically offsetting one against the other). In particular, the
combination of interleaving cables and non-uniform electrode spacings (as used at GTB) should be
avoided as this adds significantly to the complexity of commissioning the system
Multiple gradient measurement configurations can be a useful alternative to more common array
styles, such as dipole-dipole and cross-hole, as the larger separation between current electrodes
seems to mitigate against the effects of near-hole polarisable objects (such as metallic components)

Recommendations for good practice
x Sensor deployment, sampling and injection should be considered the critical deliverable for the entire
borehole installation procedure – a borehole should not be a purpose in itself
x Reducing the number of strings and variations in sensor spacing will reduce complexity for later data
processing and interpretation

SEISMIC SURVEYS
Introduction to seismic reflection surveys
Seismic surveys can be used to monitor changes in subsurface due to CO2 replacing fluids in the rock and
changing the seismic impedance of the reservoir rocks
At GTB three seismic reflection survey campaigns have been run. The first two using H2020 ENOS, the last
pre-injection survey, through SECURe. During these surveys, a significant amount of noise made interpretation
of the data extremely difficult. The survey layout and source has been refined over time to improve the signal
to noise ratio. The seismic data, along with the well characterisation data, have been used to build a static
geological model of the GTB, which, along with data obtained from tests carried out on the drill core, will then
be used to finalise the GTB flow model to more accurately predict the migration of the injected CO2. In addition
to seismic reflection surveys, optic fibre in the wells enabled Distributed Acoustic Sensing.
SECURe activities on seismic survey deployment and data processing and interpretation
During SECURe, it was proposed to run surveys at GTB for the seismic thresholding task. However, despite
a number of tests, the background noise at GTB meant that sufficient data of good enough quality could not
be obtained during the SECURe project, to enable the modelling work to be carried out and an alternative
dataset was used for the work reported in D4.7. However, a number of valuable lessons were learned at GTB
and will be put in to practice as the site moves towards CO2 injection.
During SECURe, a small drilling rig (the BGS Dando rig) was used as the seismic source to reduce costs and
to enable the team to run additional test surveys with different source-receiver layouts in an attempt to reduce
the impacts of background noise and ground roll on the data (ground roll is the noise signal that travels across
the ground surface). An initial test during ENOS indicated that using the Dando rig as a source worked well,
but additional noise was introduced by the drilling rod bouncing after the first impact. For the SECURe project,
a specially adapted attachment was built using BGS funds to reduce this source of noise and the survey
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completed during SECURe indicated this was successful in reducing noise caused by the rod bouncing (Figure
5, Figure 6, Figure 7, Figure 8 and Figure 9). The issue of ground roll masking returns from deeper formations
was also tackled during the SECURe project through testing of various survey layouts. These tests indicated
that the best option for this site is a long offset layout (source is placed off the ends of the receiver lines) which
means that the ground roll signal arrives before the seismic signal returned from the top of the reservoir, and
can therefore be more easily filtered out. Background noise at the site remains an issue and therefore surface
seismic reflection surveys will be complemented with Distributed Acoustic Sensing using optic fibres already
installed at GTB. Processing of the seismic data has been challenging and due to the low signal: noise ratio,
lines have had to be individually processed which has been very time consuming.
Following the work during SECURe, the survey layout for a seismic reflection survey during and after CO2
injection has been confirmed (Figure 10) and the use of the modified rod with the Dando drilling rig as a cheap
and easy to deploy source has been demonstrated.

Figure 5 modified Dando rig used as seismic source for reflection survey during SECURe
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Figure 6: seismic field crew collecting data at GTB for the SECURe project

Figure 7: Basic flow for initial processing of raw seismic data from the seismic reflection survey
using the modified Dando drilling rig as a source. A-F shows seismic shot gather on left and F-K
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amplitude plot on right. After muting the First Breaks (F), some weak shallow reflections are evident
at two-way-times <200mS, but little other significant reflected energy is observed at later times.

Figure 8: Data from initial trial using Dando rig used as seismic source for reflection survey
(H2020 ENOS- note the thin drilling rod in contact with the ground). This demonstrates a
number of rebound impacts present in the data that are difficult to remove without affecting
the reflected energy of interest.
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Figure 9: Data from seismic reflection trial using the modified Dando drilling rig as a seismic source
(note the modified attachment in contact with the ground). Data shows much reduced “rebound”
energy in the individual shot gathers compared to the previous deployment, but the low reflectivity
of the geological sequence means that very little reflected energy is observed, although some energy
is apparent at two-way-times <200mS.
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Figure 10: Updated seismic survey plans for seismic reflection survey during immediately before,
during and after deep CO2 injection. Map data ©2021 Google

Lessons learned
x Low cost ‘practice’ surveys with time to reflect lessons learned and redesign the survey programme
are required ahead of important surveys (eg full characterization 3D grid, or post CO2 injection
surveys) so that the survey programme can be tuned to optimize data recovery and data quality
x The presence of poorly consolidated surface deposits can significantly reduce energy that a small
seismic source can get into the ground, as well as producing an amplification of undesirable surface
wave energy, reducing the success of seismic reflection surveys
x The effect of surface wave energy was most successfully negated at the Sutton Bonnington site by
undertaking off-end shots (i.e. off the end of the geophone array), rather than split-shots (i.e. shots
located adjacent to geophone positions). At larger offsets the arrival of the much slower surface
wave package is much later than (and therefore does not coincide with) the reflected P-wave energy
of interest
x Single lines to test for noise and issues with subsurface detection could be used to help with site
selection to avoid later issues with reduced sensitivity of the technique
Recommendations for good practice
x Smaller test 2D lines allow testing of seismic source efficacy and receiver array designs before
larger more expensive seismic surveys are planned
x Smaller test 2D lines allow testing of seismic noise and can give an indication if a site is likely to be
problematic. If surface seismic is expected to form a critical part of site characterization and
monitoring ideally a seismic line would be shot onsite before site location was confirmed in order to
avoid problematic sites
x Where possible to do so, increase shot offsets to the maximum achievable distance with regard to
source performance and site accessibility, particularly at sites where significant surface wave energy
is observed
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GEOPHYSICAL LOGGING AND FLUID SAMPLING
Introduction to geophysical logging and fluid sampling
Geophysical logging investigates the rock and fluid properties immediately around the well, with a depth of
penetration typically up to a few 10’s of cm from the well. Data collected includes resistive, magnetic and
acoustic properties of the rocks and fluids which are used to infer the characteristics such as rock type, pore
space in the rock, chemistry of the pore fluid, etc.
The deep monitoring wells installed at GTB have plastic casing to avoid impacting the installed ERT array. The
well casing has 76 mm internal diameter which is sufficient for most geophysical logging and sampling tools.
The wells have slotted casing in the reservoir interval which enables access to the reservoir rock to collect fluid
samples. The first monitoring well to be installed has slotted casing through almost all of the reservoir interval.
The later monitoring wells have slots at the top of the reservoir and near the bottom of the reservoir with the
intention that these slots would enable access to the top of the reservoir (where the free phase CO2 is expected
to accumulate) and to the lower part of the reservoir (approximately the same depth as CO2 injection and below
the lower permeability zone that runs through the middle of the Sherwood Sandstone Group at GTB).
SECURe activities carried out on geophysical logging and fluid sampling
Geophysical logging of some of the GTB wells was carried out immediately after drilling (open hole logging).
During SECURe, all of the wells were re-logged through the plastic casing to provide pre-injection data for
comparison with further logging to be performed immediately after deep injection of CO2. In addition,
pressurized fluid samples were collected by the wireline logging team. The logging and sampling work was
subcontracted to an external company (Figure 11). The logging and sampling was carried out during March
and April 2021. BGS staff were onsite to test and preserve the fluid samples (Figure 12).
As the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) tool contains a powerful magnet, the ERT arrays installed at GTB
were disconnected during the logging and the logging company checked with their manufacturing branch that
the NMR was not expected to be damaged by the presence of the sensors. The data from the geophysical
logging indicated that the thick plastic casing was less than optimal for several of the tools (e.g. cement bond
log). The nuclear magnetic resonance logs (which provide data on porosity, permeability, and fluid identification
and characterization) were deemed of relatively poor quality; this was attributed to the thick plastic casing and
the large number of cables and sensors installed on the outside of the casing. SB3 which has no sensor cables
provided the best quality NMR log from the GTB. The Cement Bond Log (CBL) data collected was sufficient
to identify the cement ‘collars’ installed at GTB on the monitoring wells in order to mitigate the risk of leakage
around the casing. The geophysical logs collected also were of sufficient quality to provide a dataset for
comparison with the pre-injection data and the formation conductivity, temperature-conductivity and fluid
sampling will be repeated post CO2 injection for comparison with the data collected during SECURe).
Fluid samples were collected from all wells, including those that injected CO2 would not be expected to reach.
The fluid samples obtained from wells with slots at the top and bottom of the reservoir showed variable field
parameters with depth of collection, suggesting that the completion with two separate sets of slots, although
more complicated to install and complete, did offer benefit to the resolution of groundwater and geochemical
monitoring of the site. The sampling tool utilised largely maintained the pressure of the samples, though since
the method for drawing samples into the chamber was to create a vacuum, there is a risk that this could
negatively impact the samples (CO2 could degas from the liquid sample due to the pressure drop). Ideally, the
mechanism for collecting a fluid sample would be via a slow controlled piston movement, rather than a vacuum,
however, it was not possible to utilize such a tool during the GTB. It was clear that pressure was also lost due
to dead space in the tubing. Moreover, partial filling was an issue, mainly when the tool filters became clogged,
allowing the samples to partially depressurise during entry to the tool. This was not critical during the preinjection sampling, but would have more impact on the post-injection samples where free CO2 would potentially
be anticipated. These pre-injection data and lessons learned will be re-visited when fluid samples are collected
after CO2 injection at GTB. Geochemical testing of the samples was carried out by BGS in the field (pH,
conductivity, dissolved oxygen), in the Wallingford labs (noble gas content of liquid and gas), and in the
Keyworth labs (alkalinity, standard inorganic geochemistry suite).
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Figure 11: logging subcontractor collecting data and fluid samples from GTB wells

Figure 12: BGS staff preserving fluid samples at GTB for geochemical and noble gas testing
Lessons learned during the geophysical logging and sampling
x Unless the horizons of interest can be isolated using packers and water pumped out before
sampling, to ensure pristine groundwater samples, collection of fluid samples should be carried out
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x
x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x

first during the logging programme so that the water column has been subjected to the least
disturbance possible
Dead space within the transfer line between the fluid sampler and the sample storage vessel should
be minimized
Transfer vessels that can be detached from the sampling tool then replaced, would reduce time in
the field
The filters on the fluid sampler should be replaced or cleaned (e.g. flushing with water, scrubbing
with wire brush) between each sample collection run to prevent clogging
Weighing the fluid sampler before and after collection proved to be an easy and quick way to
indicate how full the sample chamber was, and hence the potential for the presence of free-phase
gas; this should support safe handling of the pressurized samples (particularly post-injection)
Having a pressure gauge of suitable range on the first valve between the downhole sample tool and
the sample transfer container helps support safe handling of pressurised samples (particularly
relevant post-injection when significant amounts of CO2 could be present )
Some analytical equipment (e.g. for noble gases) requires pre-treatment of the samples and
attachment of their sample collection vessels to specific pieces of bespoke equipment.
Consequently, the sample collection vessels need to meet specific size requirements.
Dry run tests when utilizing equipment from different manufacturers is invaluable; it is worth testing
the connections between sample tool and sample containers ahead of field surveys to ensure that all
connections are sound and as indicated in the specifications
For NMR logging, ahead of the survey, it is worth checking with the sensor manufacturers and the
NMR logging tool manufacturer if there is a risk of damaging the NMR tool or the sensors during
logging.
The thick plastic casing of the wells at GTB impacted quantitative interpretation of some of the
geophysical logs, including the NMR logs. NMR

Recommendations for good practice
x Dry run tests and inter-organisational communication before critical campaigns are essential,
particularly when utilising equipment from different manufacturers

HELIKITE LIGHTWEIGHT SENSOR DEPLOYMENT
Introduction to UAV sensor deployment via helikite
A helikite is essentially a ‘blimp’ with a tail that provides additional lift and orientation with respect to wind
direction, in order to provide a stable platform for monitoring or photography. The BGS helikite can lift up to
3.2 kg in still air (and up to approximately 10 kg in a breeze) and offers a relatively stable platform for
deployment of lightweight sensors or cameras. The maximum operating windspeed is 40 mph. The helikite is
classified as a tethered kite and therefore can be flown at heights of up to 60 m without a permit (as per
regulations in England), unless the site is in restricted airspace (e.g. near an airport).
SECURe activities carried out on UAV sensor deployment via helikite
During SECURe, the laser and mirror assembly used with the Boreal Laser (Canada) lightweight UAV sensor
was adapted for use with a rotary UAV/helikite. This rig arrangement meant that the methane and CO2 sensors
could also be deployed using the helikite. The methane and CO2 transceivers and sensors are of the same
size, and so are essentially interchangeable, and either could be mounted on the optics platform, and then
bolted to the payload attachment on the helikite. The CO2 sensor was tested under controlled conditions in the
laboratory, but was not available at the time when the helikite flights took place. As a consequence, the helikite
as a deployment method was tested with the methane sensor fitted. The concept of using the lightweight
sensor on the helikite to track a plume of leaked gas could be tested with either sensor, both being equally
relevant to the aims of the SECURe project. The helikite is not self-propelled, so its location is controlled by
the tether points and it will be moved by the wind in the same direction as the gas plume.
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The first test with the methane sensor was carried out at BGS. BGS is near Tollerton airport but outside
restricted airspace and local Air traffic Control (ATC) confirmed that the helikite test would not interfere with
their operations. To provide a comparison, an ultraportable CRDS (Los Gatos Research) was also deployed,
which proved invaluable since the data telemetry from the helkite-mounted methane sensor proved intermittent
on the day (note that data were not lost, as on-board logging was also carried out).
The helikite was flown at about 5 and 15 m height during the test at BGS (Figure 13, Figure 14). As the wind
conditions were gentle, it was deemed safe to manually tow the helikite using an extra towing line through the
expected plume in a zig-zag pattern (the helikite was also tethered to a fixed point by the flying line for safety).
The light winds, coupled with the presence of nearby trees and building, plus an overall change in wind
direction during the day, made for non-ideal conditions. A 90 degree change in wind direction between set up
and methane release and general variability in wind direction meant that a lot of manual intervention was
required to try and position the helikite within the gas plume, and the flying line had to be let in and out to
enable this pattern. The CRDS was towed on a cart along the same survey path, collecting methane
concentrations in air at around 2 m height above ground level, for comparison. A direct comparison between
the laser and CRDS were also collected by positioning the CRDS sampling tube next to the helikite-mounted
sensor while close to the methane release point.
Mapping the released gas plume during the BGS survey proved more difficult than anticipated: the wind was
very gentle but variable. The CRDS indicated that at distances greater than 1 m from the release point nearbackground levels of methane were recorded consistently although occasional/ transient elevated methane
measurements probably indicate the presence of ribbons and eddies rather than a well-defined plume. A slight
breeze from a constant direction would have made for more ideal conditions, though too fast a breeze would
disperse the released gas too quickly. A faster release rate of methane would have also helped, but cooling of
the gas valve and regulator were noted (they became covered in ice), and accurate regulator control was
unlikely (as would be accurate flow meter readings). To overcome these latter issues, the gas cylinder trolley
and methane cylinder were placed on a set of accurate scales, and the mass of methane released noted. This
method proved very straightforward, and over 6 kg of methane was released. Hooking the scales up to a
computer would be an easy way to check for consistency of release rate over time.
The GTB is near the flight path of East Midlands Airport, permission to fly a tethered kite was sought from the
Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) (even though the helikite was below the 60 m limit). Permission from East
Midlands (EMA) ATC was also required and on the survey day EMA ATC had to be notified by phone 1 hour
before start of activity and at the end of end activity.
During the GTB helikite survey, methane was vented at 5 m and the helikite was towed in a zig zag pattern at
approximately 5 m above the ground. Wind direction was more consistent and still well within operational limits
for the helikite (3 mph, gusting up to 9 mph), but this did make the helikite more difficult to manoeuvre. The
CRDS was towed on a cart in the same area, collecting methane concentrations in air at around 2 m height
above ground level, for comparison. A direct comparison between the laser and CRDS were also collected by
positioning the CRDS sampling tube next to the helikite-mounted sensor before the helikite was flown (Figure
15, Figure 16).
During SECURe, it was demonstrated the helikite can be utilised as a platform for gas sensing. However,
mobile survey mode was more challenging and utilising the helikite for longer term sensing from a fixed
platform would be easier (according to the manufacturer, the helikite can stay inflated for weeks).
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Figure 13: attaching the lightweight methane sensor rig to the helikite payload attachment

Figure 14; testing for wind direction before methane release
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Figure 15: Flying the helikite at GTB (camera on board during this photo)
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Figure 16: Helikite/UAV sensor data collected during methane release at GTB. The sensor method
relies on methane absorbing laser light at a particular frequency, so the points where the light level
recorded are low indicate the when the vented methane was detected. The methane was vented from
a cylinder at a 5 m height and the helikite was towed in a zig-zag towards the venting point at a height
of 5 m.
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In addition to the methane release test with the helikite, the CRDS was used to monitor a controlled release of
CO2 at the GTB during April 2021 (Figure 17, Figure 18). CO2 was released through the injection pipe to a vent
point near the wellheads, at a rate of 50 kg/hour. The CRDS was deployed at 0.5, 5, 10, 20 and 30 m downwind
of the release point. Increased concentrations of CO2 were recorded from the CO2 releases. Only when the
CRDS was placed immediately next to the CO2 release point did the safety alarms on a co-located Draeger
personal gas meter trigger (i.e. greater than 1%v/v CO2).

Figure 17: testing CO2 concentration in air using the CDRS at GTB (in the image of the right, the
CDRS is adjacent to the tap used for the CO2 release)
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Figure 18: 10 min CO2 releases with CDRS at 30, 20, 10, 5 m (vertical scale is c. 0 - 1200 ppm) then
one long blast while sitting right under the tap (it maxed at c.100000 ppm)

Lessons learned during deployment of the lightweight gas sensors by helikite
x Long term static monitoring would be possible (helikite will stay inflated for potentially weeks)
x Moving gas cylinders (helium etc.) over rough ground is not trivial
x CO2 and methane can disperse very quickly from a single release point, and may not form a uniform
plume, making detection challenging
x Data telemetry is critical for responsive mobile surveys as it enables real time adjustment of the
survey plan
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Recommendations for good practice
x Data telemetry is critical for responsive mobile surveys as it enables real time adjustment of the
survey plan
x Simultaneous use of multiple techniques provides QC of data and assurance on success of
detection
SOIL GAS MAINTENANCE
The GTB has an extensive network of monitoring equipment to detect soil gas CO2 concentrations at fixed
depths below ground level, and gas flux (i.e. the rate of CO2 transfer between the ground surface and lower
atmosphere).
Introduction to soil gas maintenance and pre-injection data collection
Soil gas data is being collected at GTB to characterise subsurface concentration and flux of CO2 from the soil.
During shallow injection, it is intended that CO2 will reach the surface, proving the efficacy of tools and
techniques being advanced and deployed at the site. A network of West Systems flux chambers laid out around
the shallow injection well are recording CO2 flux. An array of shallow GasPro2 soil gas CO2 sensors GasPro,
built by the University of Rome La Sapienza) have been deployed to monitor CO2 concentration at a depth of
about 1 m. BGR have also deployed an advanced soil gas station that records CO2 concentration in the
subsurface (depth 1.2 m) and at heights of up to 0.6 m above the ground. A wealth of pre-injection data has
been collected since the soil gas sensors were installed during 2018 - 2019.
SECURe activities on soil gas maintenance and pre-injection data collection
During the SECURe project, ongoing support to the collection of pre-injection soil gas data has been
undertaken to ensure this key dataset is available for comparison with post-injection data. These pre-injection
data will record site conditions and will be essential in separating out and attributing anomalous readings
resulting from CO2 injection from normal diurnal and seasonal variation. Maintenance on the flux chamber has
been carried out to replace filters, broken motors and pumps. Regular data download or telemetry is needed
to confirm that sensors are still functioning and during the pre-injection data, site visits for maintenance and
data collection were required every 3 months (Figure 19), this schedule was interrupted by COVID lockdowns
and some kit failures occurred. These sensors are exposed to the weather and therefore, subject to damage
through prolonged exposure to standing water, rain, wind, snow without essential maintenance (Figure 20).

Figure 19: collecting soil gas data from the UNIROMA1 GasPro probes at GTB during SECURe
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Figure 20: cold weather conditions at GTB, February 2019

Lessons learned during soil gas environment baseline data collection and maintenance
x Continuous monitoring soil gas equipment is not low maintenance. It requires regular site visits
approximately every 3 months to collect data and undertake maintenance
x Effective knowledge transfer and multi-skilled team members will ensure smooth ongoing running of
a monitoring programme
Recommendations for good practice
x Deploy multiple layers of continuous baseline monitoring techniques to provide some resilience in the
event of instrument failures and data issues whilst unattended.
x Supplement continuous monitoring occasional (ideally seasonal in temperate climates) survey work to
assess spatial, in addition to temporal, characteristics of the site.
x Treat these as benchmark baseline methods for evaluating/reducing risks of less conventional
approaches e.g. characterisation/process based attribution in the shallow subsurface and lower
atmosphere.
GENERAL GTB LEARNINGS
During site commissioning, the monitoring network was connected, checked and data collected. This includes
sensors in monitoring wells designed to monitor for CO2 release. A number of general lessons were learned
from site construction and commissioning and high level recommendations for good practice are collated here.
Recommendations for good practice
x A clear overview of the scientific programme and equipment layout/access needs should be
available at all times to avoid different parties accidentally damaging equipment or blocking access
for future work
x Flexibility on the timeline for deployment is essential to ensure activities can be programmed in the
optimal order, rather than decisions being driven by arbitrary budget deadlines
x Flexibility in monitoring programme is essential to ensure that there is redundancy and to enable
quick check if an anomalous signal is received (eg to rule out issues with sensor failure)
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Geophysical logging to confirm quality of the well completion is essential – in all wells, even when
closely spaced, to check completion and to avoid leakage/failure
At least part of the well completion in monitoring wells should be cement to avoid slow leakage;
many plastic well casings and wellheads used for water wells are not gas tight and therefore may
allow small amounts of leakage into the well annulus or around the well head cap. This could also
result in slow leakage through non gas-tight casings from legacy water wells which may mean that
well remediation is required
Developing a risk assessment specifically tackling the opportunities for catastrophic failure (eg well
blowout) should be developed early in the project to guide site works
Reducing the number of sensors on the outside of casing reduces leakage risk and reduces
interference with deployment of other monitoring tools (eg metal sensors outside plastic casing can
interfere with later geophysical electrical logging programmes
Health check on sensors during and immediately after installation is essential to avoid reduced
monitoring capability
Deployment of multiple complementary techniques is essential to avoid being too reliant on a single
technique in order and to allow cross-checking of results
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